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THE 4.3-m PORTABLE BEAM BRIDGE
In 1989, FERIC's Woodlot Technology group investigated various portable bridge designs which would
permit light-duty vehicle traffic (maximum 3000 kg
Gross Vehicle Weight) over small streams and
washouts. Two FERIC designs warranted construction
and field testing: the portable trailer bridge was built
and tested in New Brunswick (see FN: Roads and
Bridges-17); the second design, the 4.3-m portable
beam bridge is discussed in this Field Note.
Funding for the 4.3-m portable beam bridge was made
available through the Newfoundland & Labrador
Department of Forestry & Agriculture, Resource
Roads Division, FRDA Technology Transfer Program.
The unit was fabricated by SteelFab Ltd. of St. John's,
Nfld at a cost of $3200.
Designed to be transported in pieces in the back of a
1-ton truck and assembled on site, the portable beam
bridge resembles a large mecano set. The bridge
weighs 818 kg and is comprised of twenty-two pieces,
all weighing less than 45 kg. As such, all pieces can be
handled by one man, though some, because of their
shape, are easier to install with two persons, particularly the deck grating. Standard structural steel was used
in the fabrication of all components, while Grade 5 nuts
and bolts were utilized as fasteners (36 in total).
Initial field evaluations of the portable beam bridge,
conducted on Prince Edward Island during early
October, 1989, indicated that several non-structural
modifications were required to simplify assembly.
These were completed and final testing was conducted
in Newfoundland in November, 1989 to evaluate the
bridge based on the following criteria:
• Sequence of assembly: to determine optimum assembly procedures for component parts of the
bridge.
• Simplicity and speed of assembly/disassembly.
• 'frafficability, ease of use, ability to handle load.
• Installation considerations relating to site conditions.

Observations in Newfoundland proved that the beam
bridge components can be transported easily by a 1-ton
truck, that two persons can assemble the bridge in
approximately 45 minutes, and that the bridge is
capable of supporting a fully-loaded 1.1-ton truck (or
equivalent).
The beam bridge can effectively span a 3.6-m washout.
The actual span distance is determined by the
availability of four contact points, one under each
I-beam end, on each end of the bridge. These contact
points should be comprised of gravel or rock suitable
to withstand repeated bridge loading. The deck width
is 2.13 m; this relatively narrow width helps to ensure
that the 3000 kg (GVW) rating of the stru;;ture is not
surpassed by limiting access to vehicles of a narrow
wheel base. Wheel ramps attached at both ends of the
bridge facilitate entry and exit.
Because of the narrow width of the bridge, it must be
crossed slowly (e.g. 5 km!h) and with due caution.
Access to the bridge from either end should be marked
with a sign: "Narrow Crossing", "Restricted Speed
Zone - 5 km!h max." and "Limited Weight Capacity of
3000 kg GVW".
INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
As noted earlier, the beam bridge can be installed by
two persons. The only tools required are: two sockets
3/8" and 5/8", one open or box-end wrench corresponding to each socket size, and one pry bar.
Initial installation commences with the assembly of the
two I-beam stringers. Once assembled, the I-beams are
moved into place over the washout. The central spacing bar, followed by the two end brackets, are then
bolted in place. At this point, the I-beam ends should
rest on firm ground and be as level as is possible.
Torsion in the bridge frame can create problems when
installing the deck grating; it also reduces the margin of
safety in terms of the load-bearing capacity of the
bridge.
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Figure 1. Installing the bridge.

Figure 2. Vehicle crossing the bridge.

When the frame is level, the seven deck grating panels
are installed in sequential order. With the deck grating
in place, the side-rail angle irons are bolted onto the
edge of the grating. Wheel ramps are the fmal components installed; tractor hitch pins are utilized to affix
them to the bridge structure.

The assembly and placement of the bridge is entirely
manual which eliminates the cost of heavy machinery
required to install most other stream crossing structures. This, coupled with the ability to reuse the unit
after access is no longer required, could further reduce
stream crossing costs in the long-term.

To reduce the amount of time working in the washout
or stream, the bridge frame can be assembled on the
road directly in front of the washout. Two men can then
pull the frame across the washout with a rope. Log
rollers placed under the frame will facilitate this operation. Once the frame is in place, with the I-beams firmly
seated and the frame leveled, installation of the bridge
deck and wheel ramps can continue as previously
described. Installation time for the bridge was recorded
as 35 and 50 minutes, respectively, for the two installation procedures. Removal of the bridge is conducted
in the reverse order to installation.

Removal of the portable beam bridge may deter unauthorized access to sites (i.e. plantations, thinoiogs,
herbicided sites) which otherwise would be open to
public travel.

CONCLUSIONS
The 4.3-m portable beam bridge is well suited to temporary, light-vehicle forest access needs (e.g. forest
surveys, precommercial thinning). Rapid assembly and
minimal abutment requirements permit installation of
this bridge on most sites. Although the cost (approx.
$3200) of the bridge precludes its use by most private
woodlot owners, it could be a cost-effective alternative
for companies or contractors that require temporary
access to a number of sites, at different times.

DISCLAIMER
The information contained in this report is based on
limited field trials and is only published to disseminate
information to FERIC members. It is not intended as
an endorsement or approval by FERIC of any product
or service to the exclusion of other that may be suitable.
Further information as to this unit, including blueprints
and assembly drawings and instructions, are available
from:
Gov't of Newfoundland & Labrador
Dept. of Forestry & Agriculture
Roads Division, P.O. Box 2006
Corner Brook, Nfld. A2H 6J8

Peter S. Hamilton, R.P.F.
Woodlot Technology, Eastern Division
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